
Paul  Nolan’s Books 

“This is an unputdownable adventure story woven around the        
evacuation at Dunkirk and then the D-Day landings. Packed with     
historical facts but written as fiction this is a great aid to pupils      
studying WW2 but also a thrilling read and a crucial                             
reminder.”  (LoveReading4kids)  
 “Nolan’s clearly expressed, yet evocative writing, creates a fast-paced, 
exhilarating story, and to the very last page,  presents a  sincere tale of 
hardship and heroism.” (Gobblefunked)                                               
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“There are plenty of plot twists to keep you gripped in this        

dramatic, atmospheric WWI story. It is full of heart stopping mo-

ments, vividly bringing the period to life. Fair size print in this 

short novel for older, mature readers. “ (Primary Times Magazine)  

“It's a tense and exciting story which is excellent to set 

the background of the Great War for students.  Excellently 

written with well-rounded and captivating                                    

characterisation.” (Parents in Touch Magazine) 
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“This is a thrilling adventure set in the Bronze Age, filled with all of the 
dangers and threats to life you would expect of such a savage time. Paul 
captures the essence of Bronze Age living with the added bonus of a mys-
terious force that's brought our hero and heroine back through time and at 
the same time erased their memories of when and where they both come 
from. Superb!”  (Books Monthly)  
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“According to Holly’s dad, Christmas was a  great time to join a new  school. 
What did he know? He certainly didn’t know that  the school’s  manic Head 
Teacher had banned any    mention  of Christmas. What Holly witnessed in 
the school hall on her very first morning set her on  a collision course with 
the notorious  Head Teacher. Can Holly, with the help of her brave friends,  
defeat  Mrs. Miller : the crazy ‘Christmas Killer’?  
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It’s not easy being Anglo-Saxon royalty. As well as fighting off rampaging axe-

swinging Vikings, you’re going to have your noble hands full fighting off rival 

members of your own family! No one could have imagined that Alfred, the young-

est surviving son of King Aethelwulf, would grow into England’s wisest and most 

inspirational ruler.  

"Sheds a blinding light on the Dark Ages - historical fiction of the highest order..." 

Paul Norman, Editor, Books Monthly. 
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